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Abstract. In this paper we propose to build a morpho-semantic knowledge graph from Arabic vocalized corpora. Our work
focuses on classical Arabic as it has not deeply investigated in related works. We use a tool suite which allows analyzing and
disambiguating Arabic texts, taking into account short diacritics to reduce ambiguities. At the morphological level, we combine Ghwanmeh stemmer and MADAMIRA which are adapted to extract a multi-level lexicon from Arabic vocalized corpora.
At the semantic level, we infer semantic dependencies between tokens by exploiting contextual knowledge extracted by a
concordancer. Both morphological and semantic links are represented through compressed graphs, which are accessed through
lazy methods. These graphs are mined using BM25 measure to compute on-to-many similarity. Indeed, we propose to evaluate
CAMS-KG in the context of Arabic Information Retrieval (IR). Several scenarios of document indexing and query expansion
are assessed. That is, we vary indexing units for Arabic IR based on different levels of morphological knowledge, a challenging issue which is not yet resolved in related works. We also experiment several combinations of morpho-semantic query expansion. This permits to validate our resource and to study its impact on IR based on state-of-the art evaluation metrics.
Keywords: Morpho-semantic knowledge extraction, Classical Arabic text mining, Arabic information retrieval, graph-based
knowledge representation.
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1. Introduction
An emergent need sprouts to look for new techniques
and tools to use the large mass of data accessible in the
web in an effective and intelligent manner [62]. Hence,
stored and processed data would be automatically transformed in useful information and effective knowledge.
Search engines have to turn into conscious systems by
integrating into their search process reasoning and inferring algorithms and models. These approaches aim to
understand user queries and retrieve accurate information that suits and approximates the required user
cognitive model. An important feature of semantic
search engines is the quality of the lexico-semantic resource. The more the resource is semantically rich,
formalized and accessible, the easier is the possibility to
operate with it and to share its content. From this observation which is accorded to the semantic web view
in handling and processing data on the web and how to
cope better by integrating such resources with an overwhelming amount of information, we promote the fact
to contribute in the construction of such resources [20].
We are trying to contribute in this field by exploiting
existing electronic resources and transforming them in
more structured and formal representations. Indeed,
such resources are crucial to enhance IRS. Due to the
shortness of queries and language ambiguities, many
irrelevant documents may be evaluated as relevant. Besides, many relevant documents containing some morphologically or semantically related terms are not considered. To resolve such problems Information Retrieval Systems (IRS) in the era of semantic Web need to
deeply analyze and interpret both queries and documents. Natural Language Processing (NLP) and semantic web techniques are combined to reach this goal.
Knowledge Graphs (KG) constitute an emergent solution to support IRS in enhancing retrieval effectiveness
[85, 86].
Several related works on the field of KG construction and mining focused on Latin origin languages like
English [76]. For Arabic, growing efforts are substantially devoted to enhance NLP tools and IR applications
[62]. Nevertheless, Arabic semantic IR is yet challenging given the complex morphology of this language
[27]. Building Arabic knowledge graphs needs to consider and to model both morphological and semantic
features. In this context, we suggest to build a morphosemantic KG to support Arabic knowledge representa-

tion and IR. Nevertheless, our literature review (cf. section 4.1 and 4.2.1) shows that existent works mainly
focused on modern texts which are actually produced
and shared on the Web. Other important funds such as
classical Arabic poesy and literature are not yet well
studied, while they are available on the Web. For instance the Quranic corpus was studied in several works
(e.g. [65]).
Our approach is based on a deep study of Arabic
morphology. We study the impact of diacritics and
morphological disambiguation on KG construction and
IR. Indeed, short diacritics affect the morpho-syntactic
features of words and their semantics (cf. section 2).
Moreover, we model the different levels of the Arabic
lexicon to study all word forms. To fulfill these goals,
we build a new morpho-semantic resource from Arabic
vocalized corpora based on a text mining process. This
resource gathers rich morphological and semantic
knowledge. It is stored by means of compressed graphs,
using the Webgraph 1 framework, which exploits lazy
methods to access and mine large-scale graphs [73].
This allows us to compute the similarities of Arabic
tokens taking advantage of the richness of the Arabic
lexicon and a contextual knowledge base extracted from
corpora. CAMS-KG is evaluated on the context of Arabic IR by exploiting morphological and semantic
knowledge for query expansion. Furthermore, as we
model several levels of the Arabic lexicon, we could
perform a comparative experimental examination by
varying indexing units in Arabic IR.
In the following section, we study morphological and
semantic ambiguities in Arabic texts and focus on their
complexities and relationships. Then, we detail the process adopted in this paper to build and asses CAMS-KG.
We start by specifying the components of our resource
in Section 3. Section 4 details the steps allowing to
build CAMS-KG, which is evaluated in Section 5. In all
these sections, we study existent approaches and tools
to justify our choices. Finally, we conclude this paper
and provide some perspectives for future research.
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2. Arabic morphology
2.1. Arabic Language features
Arabic is a right to left Semitic language. It is cursive, agglutinative, highly inflectional and derivational
[3, 23, 29]. Words are obtained by adding affixes to the
base of the word which is derived from a root. Moreover, Arabic uses specific signs written above or below
letters to indicate the proper pronunciation of words.
Called diacritics or short vowels, they help induce the
correct meaning of a word.
The morphology of Arabic language defines several
rules which allow studying the structure of words [25,
57]. It permits to analyze word forms and morphological relations based on derivation and inflection. Automatic morphological analysis aims to recognize the
different lexical units (Nouns, Verbs and Particles) and
their morpho-syntactic attributes [57]. The Arabic lexicon is built based on three principal processes; namely
derivation, inflection and word construction [67].
i) Derivation: it consists in deriving lemmas from
roots by applying patterns/templates. For example,
from the root ( م،ل،)ع, we may derive the verb " َ ِ َ "
(Ealima/to know) and the noun " ْ ِ "
(Eilom/science), by applying the patterns " َ ِ َ " and
" ْ ِ " respectively. It is also possible to derive
"augmented verbs" from which nouns can be derived. For example, from the same root, we may
derive the augmented verb" َ ( " َ ﱠEal~ama/ to
teach), by applying the pattern " " َ ﱠ. From this
verb, we may generate the noun " " ُ َ ﱢ
(muEal~im/a teacher) by applying the pattern
" " ُ َ ﱢ.
ii) Inflection: consists in conjugating singular forms
of nouns and infinitive forms of verbs, which results in changing the values of their morphosyntactic attributes, such as the gender for nouns
and the aspect for verbs2. Often different affixes
(prefixes, infixes and suffixes) are added to the
original word. For example, the verb " َ " َ ﱠ
(Eal~ama/ to teach) may be conjugated with the
first singular person to obtain " ُ ْ ( " َ ﱠEal~amotu/I
teached) and " ُ >( "أُ َ ﱢuEal~imu/I teach) in the perfect and imperfect forms respectively. The plural

form of the word " ( " ُ َ ﱢmuEal~im/a teacher) is
"( " ُ َ ﱢ ُ نmuEal~imuwn/teachers), etc.
iii) Word construction: proclitics and/or enclitics
are agglutinated to stems to get more complex
forms of words called maximal written words. For
example, when we add a determiner (" ;"الAl; the)
and a conjunction (" ;"وw; and) to the previous
stem, we obtain "( "وا ُ َ ﱢ ُ نwAlmuEal~imuwn
/and the teachers).
We resume the different types of Arabic lexical entries
as follows [57, 67]:
- Root: an abstract unit representing the origin of a
word (e.g. " م،ل،)"ع.
- Verbed pattern: refers to pattern/template of the
simple or the augmented verb derived from a root
(e.g. " َ ( " َ ﱠEal~ama/ to teach)) in the infinitive
form (third singular masculine person).
- Lemma: it is obtained after derivation (e.g.
" (" ُ َ ﱢmuEal~im/a teacher)). The lemma constitutes the minimal lexical unit having a sense without any inflection. Most of lemmas are singular
masculine nouns or verbs conjugated with the third
singular masculine person.
- Stem: the inflected form of verbal and nominal
lemmas. It is also the form of the word obtained
after adding inflectional marks (e.g. "" ُ َ ﱢ ُ ن
(muEal~imuwn/teachers)).
- Word: written forms obtained by eventually adding
enclitics and/or proclitics to stems.
For a more detailed description of Arabic word construction process, we refer the readers to Habash's book
[67] and SARF3.
2.2. Arabic morpho-semantic ambiguities
The absence of short diacritics may lead to morphological ambiguities [33, 34], which can affect the semantic interpretation of unique words and whole sentences. For example, the sentence " َ ّ ِ "ﱡ َر#ِ ُ$ "ا َ ِ' َ& ِدل
(Almalik EaAdil yuHib~u raEiy~tah) can have two
different possible interpretations namely, i) "The king is
fair and he loves his people"; and, ii) "The king Adel
loves his people". In fact, the word " &دل/ EaAdil " can
be an adjective that means "fair" or a proper noun
where EaAdil is the first name of the king. Despite the
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Table 1 provides the complete list for Arabic
morpho-syntactic attributes.
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word is vocalized, its Part of Speech (POS) (i.e. grammatical category) could not be correctly determined.
Indeed, words derived from the same root may share
some semantic features. For example, the words ا*)&رة
(Al<jArp), ة+),(اAl>jrp) and )&رة,(اAl>jArp) have in
common a shared meaning of "a reward for a work".
Morphological features as gender may influence
meaning. For example, the masculine word ""َ - َ "
(maktab) means "office", while its feminine ("./ - ;"ا
Almaktabap) is a synonym of "library". Heteronyms that have the same spelling (homographs), but not
the same vocalization (heterophones) differ in meaning
and they are a source of ambiguity especially if they are
not vocalized as 0 (Hml) which can be a verb or a
noun. It can be َ َ 0
َ (Hamala /to carry) or ِ 0ُ (passive
voice of hamala:Humil / to be carried) or َ ّ 0
َ (Ham~la
ُ (Hum~l /to be placed on). It can also
/to charge) or ّ 0
be ْ 0
َ (Hamol /the fetus or the pregnancy or the action
of carrying) and so on. Enhancing Arabic semantic retrieval needs to consider and model these features in
KG construction.
3. CAMS-KG specification
3.1. Existent resources
This section studies existent Arabic semantic and
morpho-semantic resources and their limits tune some
choices in CAMS-KG specification .
3.1.1. Semantic resources
In the semantic axis, Arabic WordNet (AWN) constitutes an important resource exploited for different purposes including Query Expansion (QE) [36, 48, 66].
For example, Atwan et al. (2016) [36] proposed a QE
approach based on the test collection combined with
AWN. Abbache et al. (2016) [2] performed short query
expansion by combining AWN and a sub-corpus from
the Xinhua collection. They used association rules between terms to select the appropriate synonyms from
AWN. In their experiments, they exhibit that this approach can improve the effectiveness of an Arabic IRS.
Authors in [54, 55, 60] proposed semantic indexing,
which allows to recognize for each term in a query or in
a document a concept from AWN. Mahgoub et al.
(2006) [13] presented a QE approach using three Arabic

resources; namely Arabic Wikipedia, "Al Raed" dictionary and "Google_WordNet", which is the Google
translation of English Wordnet into Arabic. For Wikipedia, authors grouped terms by studying the redirect
links and article glosses.
3.1.2. Morpho-Semantic resources
Due to the characteristics of Arabic Language and
the so deep and direct dependence between morphology
and semantics, some researchers tried to model the relationships between semantics and morphology. For example, Belkredim et al. (2008) developed a derivational
Arabic ontology based on verbs [28]. Other researchers
tried to exploit the morphological relations between
terms when building terminologies by grouping similar
terms having a common root [78]. ElKateb et al. (2006)
[78] proposed to extend AWN by considering that
words having the same root are semantically similar.
Also, Hattab et al. (2009) [63] exploited the morphosyntactic attributes of words as the POS, the root and
the scheme to determine the similarity degree between
two words.
Hammo et al. (2008) [18] developed an IRS that was
run on scripts of the holy Quran and a collection of forty non-vocalized words obtained from 10 college students. Each student has been asked to provide 4 words
that he memorizes from the Quran. Three types of indexes are provided: Vocalized-Word Index, NonVocalized-Word Index and Root Index by using Khoja
stemmer. A thesaurus of semantic classes is used to
expand user queries.
Anizi and Dichy (2009) [56] proposed dictionarybased search. They used DIINAR.1 to add words which
have the same lemmas as the query terms. Another approach that consists in adding words appearing in the
contexts of query terms in ArabiCorpus4 is also carried
out.
Al-zoghby and Shaalan (2015) [9, 10] proposed a
semantic IRS based on morpho-semantic indexing, but
no morphological or semantic disambiguation task was
performed. The experiments are performed on three
types of indexing spaces; namely (i) MTS: Morphological Term Space; (ii) STS: Semantic Term Space; and,
(iii) CS: Conceptual Space. MTS is a documents index
where terms are enriched with morphological expansions by adding derivations with use of the RDI Mor4
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phological Analyzer and the synonymous terms. STS
enhances MTS by computing similarities based on Universal WordNet (UWN). Whereas, CS is a ConceptSpace by which semantically related terms are grouped
into concepts based on semantic relations as synonymy,
generalization properties (Super-Classes, Instance-Of)
and specialization properties (Sub-classes, HasInstances).

combining: i) linguistic knowledge consisting of lexical
units and their morpho-syntactic attributes; and, ii) distributional knowledge representing co-occurrence links.
CAMS-KG covers the different levels of the Arabic
lexicon; namely roots, verbed patterns, lemmas, stems
and words in their vocalized and non vocalized forms.

3.1.3. Synthesis
Existent works build or exploit several types of resources such as dictionaries [69], ontologies [24, 61]
conceptual spaces including semantic relations [31, 4]
and AWN [1, 8, 36, 48]. Although some existing resources have a good coverage and are rich with semantic relations, we note the lack of a resource which combines both morphological and semantic knowledge. For
example, DIINAR [56] contains morphological relations only, while AWN is a semantic network. A typical
resource should contain morphological relations representing the derivational and flectional process, morphosyntactic attributes (e.g. gender, number, POS, etc.) and
distributional knowledge allowing to compute nonboolean similarity measures (e.g. co-occurrence links).
For example, in AWN the relations between tokens are
not weighted and thus have the same degree of similarity.
Furthermore, short diacritics have a crucial role in
understanding the interpretation of words in the morphological and semantic levels. These signs may be
used to reduce ambiguities in building knowledge
graphs. Unfortunately, most Arabic NLP tools (cf. section 4.1.1), do not take them into account. Besides, only
few works tried to exploit them [33, 34]. Finally most
related works focus on standard modern Arabic and
classical Arabic is not well investigated.

In this section, we specify the types of nodes which
should be included in our KG i.e. the types of lexical
entries detailed in section 2.1. Related works in the
fields of Arabic text mining and IR discussed this issue
to select the best indexing unit which represents the
meaning of words. In this context, Elayeb and Bounhas
[15] reveal that indexing documents by surface words
leads to a high precision, but a low recall in IR. They
justify this by the fact that other morphological variants
of the same word may exist in documents. Other researchers [5, 51, 52] carried out document indexing by
lightly stemmed words. Light stemming-based indexing
allows better precision and optimizes the search process
in terms of storage size and processing time, compared
to surface word-based indexing [52]. As reported in
[43], some studies compared roots, stems and surface
words for indexing. However, these observations cannot be generalized [15].
That is, we can conclude that the indexing unit affects remarkably the IR results. For instance, the study
done by Darwish et al. (2005) [43] revolves that returning all the possible solutions of a given word by the
Arabic Morphological Analysis (AMA) tools then considering them in the retrieval process "complicates retrieval, because it introduces ambiguity in the indexing
phase as well as the search phase". Moreover, they
unfold that the main limits for AMA-based corpus processing are related to "issues of coverage and correctness". In addressing the issue of correctness, several
statistical techniques are used to sort out inaccurate and
irrelevant morphological solutions. For example,
Sebawi morphological analyzer [41] evaluates any
segmentation of a given word relies on the product of
three probabilities computed respectively based on the
frequencies of the prefix, the suffix and the template of
the stem of the word. Darwish and Oard (2007) [44]
compared words, n-grams, light stems, agressive stems
and top-ranked roots returned by Sebawi. The experiments testify to the fact that 3-grams or 4-grams, lightly

3.2. CAMS-KG components
Based on the limits of existent resources, we propose
to build new resources which combine morphological
and semantic knowledge. We focus on classical Arabic
and consider short vowels while mining our corpora to
reduce ambiguities.
We generate from a corpus a graph representing the
morpho-semantic relations between the words where
different types of nodes are modeled. The process of
knowledge extraction is based on a hybrid approach

3.2.1. Nodes and edges

or aggressively stemmed are better for indexing Arabic
documents. In another work [91] in which the IBM-LM
tool is used, authors indexed documents with 3-gram
morpheme language model trained on LDC's Arabic
Treebank: Part 1 v 2.0 to filter all the possible segmentations of a word. A Prefix-Suffix filter is also applied
to measure how likely a prefix may occur with a suffix.
As far as coverage is concerned, recent analyzers
have a better coverage of the language. This is shown
through results stemmed by AMIRA in IR [40]. Moreover, MADA was used in diverse types of applications
as Cross-Language Information Retrieval [26], question
answering [64, 74] and profile-based IR [32]. In a recent work [70], authors proposed a semantic retrieval
approach varying NLP tools, resources and indexing
units. Approaches based respectively on roots, stems
and lemmas are compared. Authors showed that the
lemma-based semantic retrieval outperforms all the
other indexing units.
From this study, we can conclude that the problem of
indexing unit is not yet resolved [15, 70]. That's why

we integrate in our knowledge graphs several levels of
the Arabic lexicon. CAMS-KG includes morphological
knowledge modeling the derivational and flectional
process of Arabic words. It contains six types of nodes
corresponding to the different layers of the Arabic lexicon (root, verbed pattern, lemma, stem, vocalized word,
non-vocalized word). On the one hand, we define morphological links (e.g. the flectional relation between a
lemma and a stem). In the semantic layer, we represent
co-occurrence links between all the types of tokens
which will allow computing semantic similarities. Furthermore, we capture the morpho-syntactic attributes of
each token as detailed bellow.
3.2.2. Attributes
Table 1 summarizes the morpho-syntactic attributes
used to describe Arabic lexical units. Some of them are
common between all word categories. Others apply
only for nouns, verbs or particles. An example is unfolded in table 2..

Table 1
Morpho-syntactic attributes of Arabic morphemes and words

Attribute

Values/remarks

Verb

Noun Particle

Common attributes
Imperative; Perfect; Imperfect
X
Accusative; Genitive; Nominative
X X (Rule 1)
Defined; Not Defined; Defined by annexation, NOUN_PROP, DET
X
Masculine; Feminine
X
X X (Rule 2)
The lemma
X
X
X
Only for imperfect verbs: Aprocoped; Indicative; Subjunctive
X
Singular; Plural; Dual
X
X X (Rule 2)
1; 2; 3.
X
X (Rule 3)
The grammatical category.
X
X
X
The stem
X
X
X
The translation
X
X
X
Active; Passive
X
Word attributes
CONJ
Does the word contain a conjunction (Y/N)
X
X
X
PREP
Does the word contain a preposition (Y/N)
X
X
X
PART
Does the word contain a particle (Y/N)
X
X
X
PRON
Does the word contain a pronoun (Y/N)
X
X
X
Rules 1: Applys only for demonstrative pronouns, relative pronouns and some particles related to proper nouns
like " 1( "أFather of)
Rules 2: Applys only for pronouns and the particles "23" (masculine) and "& 3" (feminine) meaning "both"
Rules 3: Applys only for some pronouns and the flectional forms of some particles as "4 " (not)
Aspect
Case
State
Gender
Lemma
Mood
Number
Person
POS
Stem
Translation
Voice

Table 2
Examples of morpho-syntactic attributes for a sample sentence

Word
Attributes
Aspect
Case
State
Gender
Lemma
Mood
Number
Person
POS
Stem
Translation
Voice
CONJ
PREP
PART
PRON

Writing/Reading Direction
←
اب
َ ْ ا
َ ِط
N/A
Accusative
DET
M
 ْ ب6َ (vawob /cloth)
N/A
P
N/A
NOUN
 اب6>( ْأvowAb)
clothes
N/A
N
N
N
N

N/A
Nominative
NOUN_PROP
F
. َ &ط
ِ (fATimap / Fatima)
N/A
S
N/A
NOUN_PROP
. َ &ط
ِ ( fATimap)
Fatima
N/A
N
N
N
N

An application on a sample yields the values of these
attributes for the words of the sentence " . َ  َ & ِط8َ 9َ و
ْ
اب
(wgasalat fATimap Al>vowAba /And Fatima
َ 6,"ا
washed the clothes). In this sentence, " َ 8َ 9َ ( "وwgasalat
/and she washed) is a perfect verb conjugated in the
first feminine person (: ِھ/hiy /she) and contains a conjunction (و/w/and, CONJ=Y)
4. CAMS-KG construction and mining
Based on text mining techniques, we capture the
morpho-semantic structure of a word into a more formal structure which can be represented as a knowledge
graph. According to Soudani et al. (2016) [70] and
Chen (1999) [19], the integration of such resources into
IR systems allows to overcome the so-called vocabulary mismatch in IR and to uncover with statistical
techniques the latent semantic structure of documents
that is often obscured by words chosen in a retrieval
process [19, 70].
We propose a framework allowing a deep analysis of
linguistic units of a corpus based on a hierarchical text
mining process. Starting from the highest level of the
corpus (i.e. the document) and ending to the less granular layer (i.e. the morphemes). Figure 1 shows an abstract architecture of our system for CAMS-KG construction and mining.

ََ َ و
Perfect
N/A
N/A
F
8َ 9َ (ghasal /to wash)
N/A
S
1
VERB
َ 8َ 9َ (ghasalat)
washed
Active
Y
N
N
N

4.1. Morphological knowledge extraction
We start by studying related works in the field of Arabic NLP to choose the tools which will be integrated in
our system.
4.1.1. Existent tools
Arabic morphological analyzers and stemmers differ
in terms of output. For instance, Khoja stemmer [82]
extracts the root of each word, while Larkey et al. [49,
50] and Darwish [41] retrieve the light stem. However,
Ghwanmeh et al. [81] stemmer extracts the stem, the
root and the verbed pattern. Outputs produced by these
tools are non-vocalized whether input words are vocalized or not. Moreover, these tools do not perform a
complete morphological analysis and are unable to recognize morpho-syntactic attributes. BAMA and its successor SAMA [22, 87] return the stems and the lemmas
only. Alkhalil 1.0 returns both the root and the stem,
but does not recognize the lemma. However, AlKhalil
2.0 is an enhanced version of Alkhalil 1.0 fetching the
lemmas [57].

tributes like POS, gender and number are returned. Recently, Darwish et al. [45] proposed QATARA which is
a stemmer based on stem templates. It allows to tag
words with POS gender and number. In another work
[46], Darwish et al. proposed a novel segmenter called
FARASA which performs tokenization, stemming,
diacritization, named entity recognition and POS tagging.
Our system encompasses several modules which will
be detailed in the following sections. We mainly focus
on tools used to process corpora at the morphological
and semantic levels (cf. Section 4.1 and 4.2). Besides,
CAMS-KG is minded compute similarities between
terms and enhance IR (cf. Section 4.3).

Fig 1. CAMS-KG construction and mining process.
In all these tools, the words are analyzed out of context and for a unique word, all the possible solutions are
returned. Hence, a disambiguation step is required to
retain only one solution from the suggested list.
MADAMIRA [11] is a state-of-the art tool which combines SAMA [22], MADA [68] and AMIRA [59] to
identify the correct morphological solution based on
contextual information. Besides, morpho-syntactic at-

4.1.2. Comparative study
We compare existent Arabic NLP tools in terms of
their ability to extract morphological knowledge and
serve text mining applications. For stemming, recent
comparative studies carried by Al-Kabi et al. (2011)
[53] and Hadni et al. (2012) [62] show that Ghwanmeh
stemmer [81] achieved the best results. This tool was
also evaluated by Ben Guirat et al. (2016) [77].
However, even if some works (e.g. [77]) compared
different tools and indexing units, lemma-based IR is
not yet well investigated except in [2] and [70]. That's
why, other studies proposed to get a morphology-based
IR in order to reach better results. For instance,
Roussey et al. (2010) used BAMA with no disambiguation utility [21]. Through their experiments, they compared their approach with light10 [49]. Findings reveal
that morphological analysis improves considerably
Mean Average Precision (MAP) and Precision at N
(P@N) for short queries. Nevertheless, light10 reaches
better results for long queries. This is explained by the
fact that although morphological analysis engenders
more ambiguities with long queries, light 10 convenes
for long texts.
In deep morphology-based IR, some works [43] reveal that both Sebawi and IBM-LM analyzers enhance
IR results better than light stemming. However, IBMLM outperforms Sebawi. This may be explained by the
fact that the former studies the correlation between
morphemes by the use of language models and PrefixSuffix filters. What's more, IBM-LM segments compound affixes like "( "والwAl; and the) and in contrast
Sebawi does not. Additionally, a contextual approach to
handle unknown stems is implemented by IBM-LM.

Authors in [40] used AMIRA [58] that exerts context to
segment Arabic words and improves IR effectiveness.
Soudani et al. (2016) [70] concluded that MADAMIRA
outperforms all the other NLP tools essentially the
stemmers of Khoja and Garside (1999) [82],
Ghwanmeh et al. (2009) [75], Fraser et al., (2002) [8]
and Darwish et al. (2009) [42] stemmers.
From previous cited works [77], we glean that
Ghwanmeh stemmer achieves the best results compared
to other light or root-based stemmers. Moreover, the
experiments by Sebawi, IBM-LM and AMIRA report
contradictory results. However, they reveal that the
context or the statistical filtering of morphological solutions improves results. Nevertheless, most of these
works use poor and insufficient morphological
knowledge about the extracted lexical units. A host of
them do not yield the morpho-syntactic attributes of the
morphemes. They also remove short vowels, thus inducing ambiguity. Besides, only few works studied the
effect of lemma on IR compared to the other indexing
units as detailed by Soudani et al. (2016) [70]. Their
results uncover that the use of a morphological disambiguation tool (i.e. MADAMIRA) and lemma-based
indexing enhances remarkably and in an optimal way
the IR system performance compared to other tools.
The work of Abdelali et al. (2016) [2] shows that
FARASA have approximately an equal performance
compared with MADAMIRA but both tools are better
than QATARA. Nevertheless, FARASA outperforms
MADAMIRA and QATARA in terms of Speed. According to our tests in classical Arabic text processing,
MADAMIRA performs a better segmentation than
FARASA. Indeed, the latter was trained only on modern Arabic texts. Besides, it returns non-vocalized
lemmas, while the output of MADAMIRA is fully vocalized. For example, the expression "<#=  ا. 1+  ا.> "ا
(Allgp AlErbyp AlfSHY; Standard Arabic) is lemmatized by MADAMIRA as follows: "<#َ ْ=ُ :ّ ِ1+َ َ .َ>ُ ", that
is recognizing three vocalized lemmas. FARASA generates the following non-vocalized output for the same
expression: "<#= :1+ .> ". Besides, MADAMIRA
returns much morpho-syntactic attributes (cf. table 1)
compared to FARASA which handles only POS, gender
and number.

quality vocalized output and to recognize morphosyntactic attributes. Even if it is criticized in terms of
speed [2], we may tolerate this limit as our goal is to
produce high quality knowledge graphs. Once these
graphs are built, they may be used without rerunning
MADMAIRA.
Nevertheless, MADAMIRA does not return the root
nor the verbed pattern. That's why we integrate
Ghwanmeh stemmer [81] as related works show its
contribution compared to other stemmers [77, 62]. That
is, we developed a tool called MorphToolKit which
combines MADAMIRA and Ghwanmeh stemmer.
From the XML output of MADAMIRA, we compute
the morpho-syntactic attributes detailed in table 1. Then,
words are processed with Ghwanmeh stemmer to extract roots and verbed patterns.
Furthermore, we build our resource from vocalized
corpora. That is, we optimize the output of
MADAMIRA by filtering the morphological solutions
of a given word using its original short diacritics, which
reduces ambiguities.
4.2. Semantic knowledge extraction
To study semantic dependencies between Arabic tokens, we are based on contextual information extracted
by our concordancer (cf. section 4.2.1). Then graphs are
generated and compressed as detailed in section 4.2.2

4.2.1. Concordancer
The goal of a concordancer is to extract the terms of
a corpus with their corresponding contexts and frequencies. Some Arabic existing concordancers as the open
source tool aConCorde [12] do not eliminate non Arabic characters from Arabic words and numerical characters are often concatenated with Arabic letters. Besides,
aConCorde does not consider punctuation when identifying contexts. For example, in several contexts, words
from the previous sentence or the next one are included
in the current context.
To avoid such errors, segment a corpus and represent
contextual knowledge, our tool performs as follows. A
cleaning process is performed by eliminating nonArabic characters and separating words from glued
punctuation signs. Next, tokenization is done by cutting
4.1.3. MorphToolKit
up paragraphs in each file into sentences. After that,
From our comparative study, we may conclude that sentences are segmented into words. All information
MADAMIRA stands out by its ability to produce high about files, sentences and words are stored. For each

file, the sentences are stored with their order, frequencies, begin and end positions. For each word, we save
the position in the sentence, the frequency, and the type
(Arabic word, number, punctuation, etc.). Then, these
information are enriched by the morphological
knowledge captured by MorphToolKit.
4.2.2. Graph construction and compression
The contextual and morphological knowledge generated by the concordancer and MorphToolKit is transformed into a graph representation to allow inferring
new relations between tokens and computing similarity
measures.
From CAMS-KG, it is possible to extract a whole
view of all the tokens types in the same graph, thus
considering both morphological and co-occurrence
links or to represent only some specific types of tokens
and/or edges. In this step, we can filter tokens by any of
morpho-syntactic attribute (e.g. removing empty words
by a POS filter).
For graph representation, processing and mining, we
exploit the WebGraph framework [73], which includes
a set of algorithms to compress, store and manage large
graphs with lazy methods [73]. In the case of a cooccurrence, we store in each edge the number of cooccurrence of the corresponding tokens. In the same
manner, we represent morphological relations between
tokens of different types (e.g. lemmas and root). In this
case, the binary values are stored in edges (i.e. 1 if there
is a morphological relation and 0 elsewhere).
4.3. Similarity calculus
The goal of this tool is to compute the similarity between the nodes of a graph whatever are their types. In
the case of co-occurrence graphs, this calculus allows
computing the similarity between terms; that is proposing tokens which are similar to an initial set of nodes.
Similarity measures are used for different purposes in
Arabic NLP and IR; including Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), synonym extraction, semantic indexing
and query expansion [14, 79, 83]. In all these tasks,
several measures are used to evaluate the similarity of
words in context. We may cite the theorem of Bayes
[79], Rocchio algorithm [83] and LESK [14, 55],
Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) [36], LLR, Dice
Factor and T-Score [35]. In this paper, we propose to
use Okapi BM25 [14, 39, 84] which is used in several

works for term-term or document-document similarity
and query expansion [75, 88, 30, 71]. This measure
stands out by the following aspects. On the first hand, it
allows both one-to-one and one-to-many associations.
On the second hand, The INF factor (cf. formula 3)
allows to evaluate the discriminative power of terms.
That is terms which co-occur with many other terms are
penalized. On the last hand, BM25 has three parameters
which may be tuned to enhance results (cf. formula 2).
We formalize similarity calculus in graphs as follows. Let C be a set of input weighted nodes
,
provided as constraints:
=
,
,…,
,
(1)
is its weight.
where is the node number i and
Given that, we would like to mine the graph to retrieve all the similar nodes to the set of constraints C.
The result is also a set of weighted nodes having the
same structure as C. Weights are computed by Okapi
BM25 [47] which showed to be efficient in several IR
studies and campaigns [84-80, 88-84]. That is, we follow other research works which used IR models to
compute similarities between queries and terms [16,
17]. Indeed, BM25 is not only a retrieval model used to
compute query-document similarity, but it is also used
to compute term-term or document-document similarities [30, 75, 88]. Our tool implements BM25 to compute term similarity in co-occurrence graphs.
Given the set of constraints C, we evaluate a candidate node nc as given by formula (2).
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node and it is analogue to Inverse Document Frequency (IDF). It is given by:
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K1, b and K3 are the usual Okapi BM25 parameters,
taking by default the values 1.2, 0.75 and 8.0 respectively. Besides, these formulae use several parameters
from the graph:
• : , ; : the weight of the edge whose
source is the node and destination is ; . This is
analogue to the frequency of a term in a document.
• 1<=
: the out-degree of the node , that is
the number of nodes in the graph having as desti-

nation. In term-document graphs, this parameter is
equivalent to the number of documents a given term
( ) appears in.
• ><?@
: the sum of the weights of the edges having as destination. This is equivalent to the
document length parameter in query-document
matching.
• avgsumin: the average of the previous parameter (i.e. sumin
over all the possible destinations
in the graph. This is equal to the average document
length in the classical version of Okapi BM25.
• N: the number of all the possible destinations
in the graph, which is analogue to the number of
documents in the collection.
With this generic implementation and given that our
morpho-semantic resource is represented by means of
graphs, we experiment several scenarios of graphbased Arabic IR, which are detailed in the following
section.
5. CAMS-KG evaluation
We evaluate CAMS-KG in an objective and automatic manner in the context of Arabic IR and QE. For full
surveys of both fields, we refer the readers to the works
[15], [37] and [38]. In our case, as edges are typed and
weighted by co-occurrence frequencies, we can combine several types of relations and apply similarity
measures to propose terms to add to queries. The richness of the graph allows assessing the different combinations of morphology and/or semantic-based expansion (cf. section 5.2). Indeed, existent approaches of
Arabic QE do not combine nor compare morphosemantic knowledge for query expansion. In fact, it is
worth noting that the impact of morphology on the semantic closeness of Arabic words has not been well
examined. A marriage of morphology and semantics
can be considered and applied either at the query formulation and reformulation steps or the indexing step.
For instance, an important research question could be
poring over the impact of morphological relations (e.g.
the relation between lemmas derived from the same
root) in selecting the closest candidate words to the
initial query.
Besides, the fact that CAMS-KG is vocalized helps
to morphologically and semantically disambiguate
words. Our work allows lemma-based IR while related
works used mainly roots, stems and light stems [15].

5.1. Data collections
Two principle corpora are used for experiments;
namely Tashkeela [89] and ZAD [39]. The former is
used to build CAMS-KG, while the latter is used as a
standard IR test collection. The choice of Tashkeela is
justified by the fact that it is a high coverage vocalized
corpus collected from the Web, as we want to build our
morpho-semantic resources from a huge corpus. To the
best of our knowledge and based on surveys of existent
Arabic corpora [7, 90], it is the most suitable corpus.
Moreover, IR experiments are carried on the ZAD test
collection which is of the same type of Tashkeela and it
is semi-vocalized. Both Tashkeela and ZAD are classified as classical Arabic corpora.
Tables 3 and 4 provide general statistics about
Tashkeela and ZAD respectively.
Table 3
General Statistics about Tashkeela

# books

# lines

84 books

1679609

# words
73.786.005

#sentences
1604510

Table 4
General Statistics about ZAD

#queries

Average
query size

#Documents

#Relevant
documents
per query

25

5.5 words

2730

([0,72])

Detailed statistics about the two corpora are provided
by table 5. A morphological analysis with
MorphToolKit (Ghwanmeh stemmer and optimized
MADAMIRA) (cf. 4.1.3) is applied to extract roots,
stems and lemmas. We compute the number of vocalized and non-vocalized words based on MADAMIRA
output. The number of distinct lemmas and stems is
calculated for the four main categories of words (e.g.
nouns, proper nouns, verbs and adjectives).
5.2. Experimental scenarios
Both queries and documents are processed by our
text mining tool suite. However, for the IR tasks, we
filter tokens by POS to remove stop-words. Only nouns,
adjectives, verbs and proper nouns are considered.

Table 5
Statistics about the retrieved tokens from Tashkeela and ZAD

Corpus
Lexical unit
Vocalized
Non-vocalized
Roots
Nouns
Proper Nouns
Verbs
Adjectives
Total
Nouns
Proper Nouns
Verbs
Adjectives
Total

Tashkeela
Words
857305
036609
Roots
11879
Stems
40911
02028
55356
13767
112062
Lemmas
14853
01763
07888
03602
28106

ZAD

71244
37309
8556
11754
00702
10481
02398
25335
07192
00657
03719
01341
12909

As graph-based representation allows several ways
of mining and returning relevant documents, we define
some experimental scenarios which allow us to tune
some important parameters in Arabic IR and evaluate
the impact of CAMS-KG. Indeed, we compare four
approaches as follows.

5.2.3. Semantic expansion
This approach consists in adding to an initial query
composed of m terms, the most m similar nodes in the
graph. We recall that the added terms are similar to the
entire initial query, thus taking into account its whole
sense and the contextual relationships between tokens.
For instance, this is performed by applying the BM25
similarity measure in a co-occurrence graph. However,
the latter may be extracted from the test collection (i.e.
ZAD) or CAMS-KG. That is, BM25 (lemma, co-oc
[ZAD]) means applying semantic expansion in a lemma-lemma co-occurrence graph extracted from ZAD.
The expanded query includes the original terms for
which we assign a weight equal to 1. The added terms
are weighted according to a normalized similarity score
computed by Okapi BM25.
5.2.4. Morpho-Semantic expansion
This approach combines both morphological and semantic expansion. That is, the nodes added to the initial
query are similar to the initial terms at the morphological (i.e. having morphological relation) and semantic
(i.e. having a high similarity score in the graph) levels.
For example, BM25 (lemma, root+co-oc [CAMS])
stands for adding to the initial query, the lemmas which
share the same roots with them. The candidate lemmas
are weighted according to BM25 in CAMS-KG. If the
set of the lemmas having the same roots is empty, the
initial query is expanded by other lemmas (i.e. applying
only semantic expansion).

5.2.1. Baseline approach
This approach matches documents to queries without
any expansion. However, we evaluate the impact of the
indexing unit on the performance of the IR system. This
approach will be referenced by BM25 (unit) as our 5.3. Experimental results
ranking model is Okapi BM25. The parameter "unit"
In the following sub-section, we discuss the results of
may be replaced by any token type (i.e. BM25 (lemma)
the
different indexing and query expansion scenarios.
means using the Okapi BM25 ranking model with
lemma-based indexing.
5.3.1. Morphology-based indexing and expansion
. Different indexing and morphological expansion
5.2.2. Morphological expansion
approaches
are tested. They consist in three baseline
In this proposal, we expand a given query by units
approaches
(i.e.
BM25 (lemma), BM25 (stem), BM25
having some morphological links with its initial query
(vocalized_word))
and three morphology-based expanterms. That is, BM25 (stem, lemma) means using
sion
approaches
(i.e.
BM25 (stem, lemma), BM25 (voBM25 with stem-based indexing and expanding the
initial query by all the stems having the same lemmas in calized_word, lemma), BM25 (vocalized_word,
CAMS-KG. This will allow using several morphologi- stem)).The values of the diverse standard IR metrics,
cal relations between stems sharing the same lemmas, namely MAP (Mean-Average Precision), Recall, Fscore, and precision at several values of rank position
words sharing the same stem, etc.
(5, 10 15 and 20) are reported by Table 6. Fig. 2 draws
Recall-Precision rates curves of these approaches.

Table 6
Experimental results for morphology-based
morphology
indexing and expansion

Approach
Baseline

Morphological
Expansion

Measure

MAP

Recall

F-Score

P@5

P@10

P@15

P@20

BM25 (vocalized word)
BM25 (stem)
BM25 (lemma, MADAMIRA)
BM25 (lemma, MorphToolKit)
BM25 (vocalized word, stem)
BM25 (vocalized word, lemma)
BM25 (stem, lemma)

0.302
0.288
0.459
0.524
0.193
0.249
0.202

0.505
0.548
0.674
0.74
0.631
0.694
0.640

0.3779
0.3775
0.5461
0.614
0.2955
0.3665
0.307

0.456
0.440
0.688
0.664
0.240
0.352
0.272

0.312
0.328
0.528
0.500
0.196
0.268
0.244

0.274
0.263
0.424
0.399
0.15
0.154
0.210
0.229

0.240
0.220
0.352
0.338
0.162
0.178
0.194

morphology
retrieval.
Fig. 2.. Recall/Precision curves of morphology-based

From these results, we observe that lemma-based
le
indexing outperforms all the other approaches. A MAP
equal to 45.9% is yielded by using such unit for indexinde
ing compared respectively to 28.8% and 30.2% for
stem-based indexing BM25 (stem) and vocalized wordword
based indexing BM25 (vocalized word).
word) Hence, enhancements of +17.1% and +15.7% are recorded by
indexing with lemmas. We argument this by the fact
that lemma is the most canonical unit which expresses
formally and rigidly the semantics and reduces morphomorph
logical ambiguity better than the stem or the surface
word. By using MorphToolKit,
it, results raise further to
reach a MAP of 52.4% with an improvement rate of
about +14.16% compared to MADAMIRA.
Moreover, these results show that indexing by sursu
face words yields better results than stem-based
stem
indexing. This is confirmed in QE as BM25 (vocalized word,
lemma) provides better results than BM25 (stem, lemle
ma). Nevertheless, the fact that the former approach

performs better than the latter is explained by the fact
that it retrieves more words from CAMS
AMS-KG.
5.3.2. Semantic and morpho-semantic
semantic expansion
As previous results which showed that the lemmalemma
based indexing enhances IR, the remaining experiments
are performed with lemma-based indexing.
indexing This implies
varying two parameters. On the one hand, we
w may extract co-occurrence graphs from CAMS-KG
CAMS
or build
them from ZAD. On the other hand, as
a we are in the
lemma level, morphological expansion may be based on
roots (adding to the original query all the lemmas havha
ing the same roots) or on verbed patterns. In other
words, we have six possible combinations according to
the resources used for expansion (CAMS
CAMS-KG or ZAD)
and the expansion strategy (semantic only, root-based
root
morpho-semantic
semantic expansion and verbed pattern-based
pattern
morpho-semantic expansion)) (cf. table 7).
7 Table 8 provides the values of standard IR metrics, while figure
f
3
draws recall-precision curves.

Table 7
Semantic and morpho-semantic expansion approaches.

Approach

Expansion

Baseline (no expansion)
Semantic Expansion

None
Co-occurrence

Root-based morpho-semantic
Expansion
Verbed
pattern-based
morpho- semantic Expansion

Root + Co-occurrence

Knowled
ge source
None
Tashkeela
ZAD
Tashkeela
ZAD
Tashkeela

Verbed pattern + Cooccurrence

ZAD

Label
BM25(lemma)
BM25 (lemma, co-oc [CAMS])
BM25 (lemma, co-oc [ZAD])
BM25 (lemma, root + co-oc [CAMS])
BM25 (lemma, root + co-oc [ZAD])
BM25 (lemma, verbed pattern + co-oc
[CAMS])
BM25 (lemma, verbed pattern + co-oc [ZAD])

Table 8
Experimental results for semantic and morpho-semantic expansion approaches

Measure
Approach
BM25 (lemma)
BM25 (lemma, co-oc [ZAD])
BM25 (lemma, root+co-oc [ZAD])
BM25 (lemma, VP+co-oc [ZAD])
BM25 (lemma, co-oc [CAMS])
BM25 (lemma, root+co-oc [CAMS])
BM25 (lemma, VP+co-oc [CAMS])

MAP
0.524
0.524

Recall

0.743
0.804
(+8.20%)
0.515
0.832
(-1.72%) (+12%)
0.535
0.831
(+2.10%) (+11.84%)
0.531
0.773
(+1.34%) (+4.03%)
0.534
0.832
(+1.91%) (+12%)
0.506
0.833
(-3.44%) (+12.11%)

F-measure P@5

P@10

P@15

P@20

0.614
0.629
(+2.44%)
0.636
(+3.85%)
0.650
(+5.86%)
0.634
(+3.25%)
0.650
(+5.86%)
0.629
(+2.44%)

0.5
0.5

0.399
0.399

0.338
0.338

0.5

0.399

0.338

0.66
0.64
(-3.03%)
0.64
(-3.03%)
0.67
(+1.52%)
0.67
(+1.52%)
0.65
(-1.52%)
0.64
(-3.03%)

0.5

0.397
(-00.50%)
0.53
0.439
(+6.00%) (+10.00%)
0.52
0.426
(+4.00%) (+6.77%)
0.5
0.399

Fig. 3. Recall/Precision curves for semantic and morpho-semantic expansions.

0.334
(-1.18%)
0.36
(+6.51%)
0.354
(+4.73%)
0.338

as well as the query properties and the used tool for
linguistic analysis.
Table 9 shows that all the semantic and morphosemantic expansion approaches are statistically significant ( p-value <0.05) compared to ZAD-based semantic
expansion. This shows that the average of differences
between the runs is significant.
According to the experiments, semantic expansion improves results in both ZAD and Tashkeela
graphs in terms of recall and performs better than
morphological expansion. ZAD-based semantic
expansion slightly precedes Tashkeela-based one
given that contexts in the ZAD collection are
naturally semantically closer to the original queries.
Moreover, as observed, the VP-based morphosemantic expansion based on Tashkeela gives the best
recall rate (83.3%) among all the morpho-semantic approaches while the VP-based morpho-semantic expansion based on ZAD reaches the best MAP value
(53.5%). Nevertheless, for the three types of expansion
(i.e. semantic (1), root-based (2) and VP-based (3)), IR
based on Tashkeela has the best MAP rates (53.1% (1),
53.4% (2)).
Fig. 4 highlights the precision values for the N first
retrieved documents. It is clear that for the top first 5
documents CAMS-KG-based expansion especially the
VP-based expansion outperforms ZAD-based expansion. Then, from the tenth retrieved documents, CAMSKG root-based and semantic expansion have close performance. In general, we confirm the importance of the
5.3.3. Global evaluation
Globally, semantic and morpho-semantic expansion use of vocalized linguistic resources for expansion
enhance IR results compared with the baselines. Never- against a non vocalized one and its pivotal impact on
theless, the performance of expansion and its impact on the retrieval results.
the IR process depend on the corpus type, topic and size
Semantic expansion from ZAD gives better results in
terms of recall and more relevant documents are retrieved, but CAMS-KG-based semantic expansion is
better in terms of MAP. This implies that the lemmas
added from ZAD trend to co-occur with the initial query terms in relevant documents. However, the lemmas
added from CAMS-KG are semantically close to the
original ones, thus decreasing the score of irrelevant
documents. This shows the quality of CAMS-KG which
seems to cover ZAD topics.
For the root-based morpho-semantic expansion in
ZAD and CAMS-KG, both approaches increase the
three IR metrics and CAMS-KG performs better than
ZAD.
The rates in VP-based expansion confirm that expansion always improves recall for both ZAD and CAMSKG. However, CAMS-KG-based expansion reaches
better recall and worse MAP. In fact, recall rates for
ZAD are lower than CAMS-KG, which may be explained by the specificity and the finest thematic granularity of the ZAD corpus. This leads to the fact that the
retrieved documents are less than those returned by the
CAMS-KG -based approach.
Indeed, this can be then justified by the fact that the
Tashkeela vocabulary is bigger than which of ZAD.
Therefore, the CAMS-KG is semantically and morphologically richer than ZAD. Thus, expansion performed
on ZAD suggests less morphologically related lemmas
and fewer documents are retrieved.

Table 9
Test of significance for the different expansion approaches
BM25(lemma,
co-oc [ZAD]) vs
BM25 (lemma,
co-oc [CAMS])

BM25 (lemma, co-oc
[ZAD]) vs BM25
(lemma, root+co-oc
[ZAD])

BM25 (lemma, cooc [ZAD]) vs BM25
(lemma, VP+co-oc
[ZAD])

BM25 (lemma, co-oc
[ZAD]) vs BM25
(lemma, root+co-oc
[CAMS])

BM25 (lemma, co-oc
[ZAD]) vs BM25
(lemma, VP+co-oc
[CAMS])

Wilcoxon Signed
Rank Test

0.000018

0.000024

0.000021

0.000021

0.000021

Test of Student

0.000002

0.000005

0.000004

0.000002

0.000003

Fig. 4. Precision rates at the N first retrieved documents.

To better understand these results, we provide a
detailed evaluation. Generally, ZAD queries are short
which means that they are not semantically rich. Indeed, they contain many general words which are not
domain relevant. For instance, the terms "&م-0أ
(>HkAm /Provisions)" and " -ُ0(Hukm/Provision)"
exist in more than 30% of ZAD queries. Such frequent words do not add any semantic information
relatively to the query domain. Thus, queries will be
expanded with unrelated terms which have great cooccurrence values with such terms. On the other
hand, several ZAD queries include many named entities such as proper nouns compared to the total size
of the query. Morpho-semantic expansion of such
words has no significance and adds to the original
query terms which are not semantically related. For
morpho-semantic expansion based on CAMS-KG,
root-based approach reaches better results than the
VP-based one, which is not the case for ZAD. This
demonstrates that a root-based morpho-semantic expansion enhances the results in a more optimal way
than the VP-based one does.
CAMS-KG-based expansion gives the best outcomes taking into consideration the fact that there are
more probable contexts with more frequent morphologically related terms. As pointed out before, the
VP-based morpho-semantic expansion yields better
results in ZAD compared with CAMS-KG. This can

be explained by the weak performance and ability of
Ghwanmeh stemmer in identifying verbed patterns.
Given the bigger size of CAMS-KG, the percentage
of errors is more important. Therefore, semantic enrichment relied on this word form will be greatly
poor.
Fig. 5 provides a meticulous experimental drawing
on how average precision varies in a waved manner
for the different expansion approaches for each query. This depends on the characteristics of queries and
the nature of their terms.
Tables 10 and 11 detail respectively the average
precision (AVGP) rates of the queries Q4 and Q6 for
the different expansion strategies compared to the
baseline. They also unfold the terms added to expand
the initial queries, the number of retrieved documents
(#RET) and the number of relevant retrieved documents (#RET_REL). We have chosen these queries
given that they have distinctive features; namely they
are short or contain proper nouns (e.g. ?ر1;bdr) or
non-discriminant words (e.g. &م-0 ;أprovisions and
?اث0 ;أevents). We notice that query number 4 (Q4,
Table 10) has only two relevant documents and they
are returned by all the approaches, while Q6 (Table
11) has 54 relevant documents.

Fig. 5. Per query AVG precision rates for the expansion approaches.

Table 10
Results of query number 4 (Q4): A # (اAlHlf/Swearing) ق2C &1(bAlTlAq/with divorce)
Approach
BM25 (lemma)

BM25(lemma, co-oc [ZAD])

BM25 (lemma, co-oc [CAMS])

BM25(lemma, root+co-oc[ZAD])

BM25 (lemma, root+co-oc[CAMS])

BM25(lemma, VP+co-oc[ZAD])

BM25(lemma, VP+co-oc[CAMS])

Query
Q4 =
Aْ 0/NOUN
(Hilof/Alliance)
ِ
َ /NOUN (TalAq/ divorce)
+ق2ط
Q4
+DEِ 0/VB
(Haniv/to break one's oath)
َ
(Hinov/breaking one's oath)
+ DEْ 0/NOUN
ِ
Q4
+?َF&ﻧ/VB (nA$ad/to adjure)
+ . )& ِھ ِ ﱠ/NOUN (jAhiliy~ap/ pre-Islam)
Q4
+Hِ &ط/ADJ (Taliq/ divorced )
َ /VB (TAllaq/ to divorce)
+Hَ ط
Q4
+Aَ &0/VB (HAlaf/ to ally with)
+Aْ 0/NOUN
(Halof / swearing)
َ
Q4
+Hِ &ط/ADJ (TAliq/divorced)
+A ﱠ0/VB
(Hal~af/ to swear)
َ
Q4
+Aْ 0/NOUN
(Halof/swearing)
َ
+A ﱠ0/VB
(Hal~af/to swear )
َ

We remark that the analysis of the non vocalized
word "A #  "اin this query returns the lemma Aْ 0ِ
(Hilof), which is a noun meaning "Alliance" while
the correct analysis is Aْ 0َ /NOUN (Halof /swearing).
Given that the input term is not vocalized,
MorphToolKit retains the solution of MADAMIRA.
That is, AVG Precision decreases compared to the
baseline (0.22) when applying a semantic expansion
on ZAD (0.14) or on CAMS-KG (0.20). However,

AVGP #RET
0.22
211

0.14

215

0.20

248

0.52

232

0.35

212

0.70

232

0.29

228

they increase with morpho-semantic expansions
(0.52, 0.35, 0.7 and 0.29) for root-based expansion
on both corpora, but ZAD outperforms CAMS-KG.
The decreased values are due to the fact that the added terms are not related to the original ones. For semantic expansion on ZAD, the added terms (e.g. DِE0َ ;
"to break one's oath" and DEْ 0ِ ; "breaking one's oath")
are close to the query term "Aْ 0َ " (swearing). However, they are not related to the query topic. Then,

many irrelevant documents are retrieved and they are
ranked at the top results. The same case is with semantic expansion from CAMS-KG where the verb
?َF&(ﻧto adjure) and .()& ِھ ِ ﱠpre-Islam) are added, because they frequently co-occur with the noun Aْ 0ِ
(Hilof/Alliance).
Unlike semantic expansion, morpho-semantic enrichment remarkably enhances AVG Precision for
both ZAD and CAMS-KG, as the added terms are
relevant for Q4. That is, it achieves good rates especially for VP (0.7 compared to 0.52 for root) by
which the added terms are related to both terms of
the query. Furthermore, morpho-semantic expansion
hinged on CAMS-KG, gives less precision values
(0.35, 0.29) but greater than the baseline (0.22). For
the root case, only one added term is semantically
related to the query context (e.g. "Aْ 0
َ "; Halof;
swearing), which is equal to the correct lemma of the
first term of the query. Hence, morpho-semantic ex-

pansion adjusts the initial analysis returned by
MADMAIRA. Succinctly, we remark that the erroneous lemma (i.e. Aْ 0
ِ ; Hilof; Alliance) influenced
the expansion process in the case of CAMS-KG rootbased expansion, where the verb " Aَ &0; HAlaf; to
ally with)" was added.
In the following, we focus on Q6 (cf. table 11).
This query is longer than Q4 (5 words vs. 2), but it
contains many frequent words which are the terms
?اث0>(أHdAv/events) and &م-0>(أHkA/provisions).
The obtained rates show that semantic expansion
outperforms all the other approaches with average
precision reaching 0.20 and 0.18 respectively for
ZAD and CAMS-KG. For the baseline, the proper
noun َ ْ?ر1(bdr) has been analyzed and interpreted as a
common noun making then a complete loss of the
original meaning.

Table 11
Results of query number 6 (Q6): ?اث0>(أHdAv/events) &م-0(وأw>HkA/ and provisions)
وةI9 (gzwp)?ر1 (bdr; proper noun) ى+/- (اAlkbrY/ the greatest)
Approach
BM25(lemma)

Query
Q6=?َث0/NOUN)Hadav/event)
َ
+ -ْ 0ُ /NOUN (Hukom/provision)
+وIَْ 9/NOUN (gazow/invasion)
+?ْر1َ /NOUN (bador/full moon)
+ي+ِْ /3ُ /NOUN (kobri/cabaret)
BM25(lemma, co-oc [ZAD])
Q6
ّ 0/PROPER_NOUN
+H
(Haq~)
َ
+ْ ب+0/NOUN
(Harob/war)
َ
+ ِ &0/NOUN (HAlim/dreamy)
BM25(lemma, co-oc [CAMS])
Q6
+:Eِ 1َ /PROPER_NOUN (baniy/sonsof )
+.َ 0&ﻧ/NOUN
(nAHiyap/side)
ِ
+?َقEْ َL/NOUN (xanodaq/trench)
+ ِ?ي0َ /VB (Hadiy/to stay at)
BM25 (lemma, root+co-oc[ZAD]) Q6
+?َث0َ /VB (Hadav/tohappen)
+D$?ِ 0َ /NOUN (Hadiyv/tale)
+ 3ِ &0/NOUN (HAkim/ruler)
+?ُوث0ُ /NOUN (Huduwv/happening)
BM25 (lemma, root+co-oc[CAMS]) Q6
+D$?ِ 0َ /ADJ (Hadiyv/recent)
+ْ ?َث0َأ/VB (>aHodav/to create)
+D$?ِ 0َ /NOUN (Hadiyv/tale)
+&دَر1/VB (bAdar/to overtake)
BM25 (lemma, VP+co-oc[ZAD])
Q6
+D$?ِ 0َ /ADJ (Hadiyv/recent)
+?َث0َ /VB (Hadav/tohappen)
+D$?ِ 0َ /NOUN (Hadiyv/tale)
+?ُوث0ُ /NOUN (Huduwv/happening)
BM25 (lemma, VP+co-oc[CAMS]) Q6
+D$?ِ 0َ /ADJ (Hadiyv/recent)
+?َث0َ /VB (Hadav/to happen)
+D$?ِ 0َ /NOUN (Hadiyv/tale)
+?َث0َ /NOUN (Hadav/mishap)

AVGP #RET #RET_REL
0.17
0699
40

0.20

0766

44

0.18

0747

40

0.11

1290

41

0.14

1292

41

0.11

1301

41

0.13

1331

41

Moreover, AVG Precision decreases for the
morpho-semantic enrichment, as these approaches
return more documents. Moreover, the added terms
for the case of morpho-semantic expansion for both
ZAD and CAMS-KG are not relevant. The noun
D$?ِ 0َ (Hadiyv/tale), the adjective
D$?ِ 0َ
َ
(Hadiyv/recent) and the verbs ْ ?َث0>(أaHodav/to create) and &دَر1(bAdar/to overtake) deviate the original
semantics of the query. From all these examples, the
gist of the experiments is that many parameters affect
the IR results. On the one hand, analysis and disambiguation errors affect retrieval results. On the other
hand, the shortness of queries and the nature of their
terms are key elements influencing system performance. That is, the nature of terms and their frequencies and relationships in the training corpus are important factors.

with a variety of NLP tools; namely Larkey,
Ghwanmeh and Khoja stemmers. They experimented
and combined three indexing units (i.e. roots, verbed
patterns and stems). Darwish and Oard explored the
effectiveness of information retrieval with BM25,
using different indexing units; namely (i) non vocalized words; (ii) stems returned by Sebawi; (iii) lightly stemmed words; and, (iv) Sebawi roots.
Mahgoub et al. (2014) [13] introduced a semantic
approach for query expansion where two strategies
are investigated. The first strategy (single query expansion) consists in adding terms which are similar
to the whole query, while the second (multiple query
expansion) expands each term separately.
Table 12 displays a comparative study between
our IR results and those of related works [13, 39, 77].
These results show that our approaches outperform
related works for all the metrics. Through all these
works, we confirm that the indexing unit has a remarkable impact on IR performance. Thus, indexing
documents by surface word forms (non vocalized
words) reaches better results (MAP=0.45) [39] than
using vocalized words (MAP=0.302). For stem-based
indexing, Sebawi reaches better results (MAP=0.46)
[39] than the Ghwanmeh stemmer (MAP=0.288).

5.4. Comparative study
In this paragraph we compare our results to related
works which used the ZAD test collection; namely
Ben Guirat et al. (2016) [77], Darwish and Oard
(2002) [39] and Mahgoub et al. (2014) [13]. Ben
Guirat et al. (2016) [77] implemented a hybrid indexing system using PL2 as ranking model combined
Table 12

Experimental results of ZAD-based IR related works

[77]

[39]

Our results

[13]

Approach
PL2(stem, Larkey)
PL2(stem, Ghwanmeh)
PL2(VP, Ghwanmeh)
PL2(Root, Khoja)
PL2(Root, Ghwanmeh)
PL2 (Root+VP+stem, Ghwanmeh)
BM25(non vocalized word)
BM25(stem, Sebawi)
BM25(Light stem)
BM25(Root, Sebawi)
SVM (stem, Light stem)
SVM(stem, Light stem, single query expansion)

Recall
0.350
0.420
0.410
0.290
0.490
0.640
x
x
x
x
0.508
0.580

MAP
0.290
0.370
0.330
0.180
0.320
0.410
0.450
0.460
0.480
0.440
x
x

SVM(stem, Light stem, multiple query expansion)
BM25(vocalized word, MADAMIRA)
BM25(stem, MADAMIRA)
BM25(lemma, MADAMIRA)
BM25(lemma, MorphToolKit)
BM25(lemma, co-oc [ZAD], MorphToolKit)
BM25(lemma, co-oc [CAMS], MorphToolKit)
BM25(lemma, root+co-oc[ZAD], MorphToolKit)
BM25(lemma, root+co-oc[CAMS],
MorphToolKit)
BM25(lemma, VP+co-oc[ZAD], MorphToolKit)
BM25(lemma, VP+co-oc[CAMS],
MorphToolKit)

0.594

x

0.505
0.548
0.674
0.743
0.804
0.773
0.832
0.832
0.831
0.833

Precision
0.280
0.330
0.320
0.190
0.310
0.380
x
x
x
x
x
x

P@5
0.43
0.52
0.53
0.38
0.55
0.52
x
x
x
x
0.50
0.57

P@10
0.275
0.362
0.366
0.258
0.358
0.408
x
x
x
x
0.380
0.436

x

0.56

0.444

0.302
0.288
0.459
0,524
0,524
0,531
0,515
0,534

0.325
0.314
0.428
0.512
0.487
0.485
0.524
0.519

0.45
0.44
0.68
0.66
0.60
0.67
0.64
0.65

0.312
0.328
0.528
0.516
0.504
0.536
0.500
0.528

0,535
0,506

0.521
0.491

0.67
0.64

0.500
0.500

In the same vein, by applying a light stemming,
the IR system effectiveness is improved (MAP=0.48)
[39]. Then, Darwish and Oard submit that the probabilistic BM25 model improves strongly the IR results
compared to the PL2 model [77] or the vector space
model [70]. However, lemma outperforms all the
other indexing units.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we tried to contribute in building
morpho-semantic classical Arabic resources. A host
of efforts have been invested to analyze and disambiguate huge vocalized Arabic corpora. These corpora are transformed into rich graph-based representations storing all required morphological and semantic
knowledge. To the best of our knowledge none of
existent works tried to model the Arabic lexicon with
all its levels (from roots to vocalized words) and
morpho-syntactic attributes. To evaluate our resource, we assessed several scenarios of document
indexing and query expansion. That is, we examined
the impact of Arabic morphology on the search process by experimenting different indexing approaches
of the test collection. Thus, we showed that the IR
system behavior and performance depend outstandingly on this parameter both for indexing and query
expansion. Lemma-based IR, which has not been
well investigated in previous works, seems to contribute notably to the system effectiveness. Lemma
gives noteworthy results whereby the IR system retrieves more relevant documents than the other indexing units. Furthermore, a comparative study with
similar works using the same IR collection shows the
contribution of CAMS-KG. Nevertheless, some
worse results are recorded due to the relevance
judgment of the test collection, which considers only
documents containing all the query terms as relevant.
Although these encouraging results, several optimizations and improvements would be appended. On
the first hand, we envisage to experiment our approaches on Kunuz which is a standard test collection
being constructed from classical Arabic documents
[72]. On the second hand, we plan to enlarge the
coverage of our resource by mining Arabic vocalized
sites on the Web. As our resource is represented
through extensible and scalable compressed graphs, it
is easy to integrate other corpora or lexical resources.
On the third hand, we aim to integrate other semantic
resources like LMF normalized dictionaries [69].
Consequently, synonyms, definitions and diverse

contextual knowledge will be added and will permit
graph-based word sense disambiguation, given that
some Arabic lemmas are ambiguous at the semantic
level. On the fourth hand MADAMIRA is slow,
which is time consuming in processing large corpora
and Ghwanmeh stemmer produces erroneous results
for some words. We aim to contribute in the field by
building a disambiguation module based on AlKhalil
2.0, which will allow us extract all the lexical entris
in one swoop. Finally, the WebGraph framework
[73] allows to experiment several graph mining algorithms. Some of these algorithms are already implemented in the framework, but it is possible to integrate other techniques of text mining. For instance
word embeddings seems to contribute in Arabic IR
[6] and the semantic spaces generated by such techniques may be transformed into graphs and integrated
into our IRS.
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